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Abstract. Running GUI (Graphic User Interface) test cases is a time-consuming task. In order to improve 

test effectiveness, it is necessary to eliminate redundant test cases from test suite. This paper presents an 

approach for reducing test suite based on test cases’ running information, which includes path information of 

event handler function and invoked method sequence of running threads. In this approach, a relationship 

between two test cases is defined, and some test cases are regarded to be redundant according to the 

relationship and the running information. Based on the idea, we implement a prototype for Windows GUI 

applications. Initial experiment shows that the test suite produced by our approach has larger size and higher 

fault detection effectiveness than that produced by call stack coverage approach[1], and running reduced test 

suite save about 19% time compared to the original. 
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1. Introduction 

In GUI testing, running GUI test cases is a very time-consuming task [2]. Size of test suite may be 

increased with the progress of software development, which may lead to incremental costs. A direct 

approach to lower test cost is reducing redundant test cases. 

A lot of researchers have focused on the test suite minimization. Harrold et al. proposed a technique to 

select a representative set of test cases from a test suite that provides the same coverage as the entire test 

suite [3]. Some techniques reduce test suite through selecting test cases which satisfy more requirements [4]. 

In order to improve fault detection effectiveness, Jeffrey et al. presented a test suite reduction technique, 

which use two test coverage criteria to decide whether a test case is redundant [5]. Smith et al. presented a 

test suite reduction technique based on the call tree path [6]. Considering various test coverage criteria and 

fault detection effectiveness, Hwa-You Hsu et al. put forward a general framework for test suite reduction, 

this framework provides methods to encode a wide range of test-suite, support multi test coverage criteria 

and give reduction solutions [7]. In GUI implementations, however, codes called via an event handler may 

be executed in many different contexts, which may uncover faults, due to the increased degree of freedom 

that modern GUIs provide to users, which makes conventional reduction techniques difficult be applicable to 

GUI applications [1]. 

Running a GUI test case spends more time than a non-GUI test case, because the GUI test case must 

locate UI controls, mock user’s behaviors on UI controls and check its correctness from user’s perspective, 

which are very costly. It is difficult to shorten the execution-time for GUI test cases. So, reduction of GUI 

test suite is direct and meaningful for GUI testing. 

Scott et.al proposed a call stack coverage for GUI test suite reduction [1]. The approach defined 

maximum depth call stack for a thread, denoted as C(t)max, and collected all maximum depth call stack for 

all threads in a running test case tc, denoted as Cmax(tc). If Cmax(tc1) = Cmax(tc2), the authors regard tc1 or 
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tc2 as a redundant test case. Empirical studies showed that call stack coverage-based test suite reduction 

produces better results for GUI applications compared to traditional techniques. 

 
1 private void comboStatus DrawItem ( … ) { 

2   … 

3   switch ( b e w s t a t u s ){ 

4       case Online :  

5          brush =Brush . Green ;  

6          break ;  

7       case Busy : 

8           brush =Brush . Red ; 

9           break ; 

10      . . .  

11  }  

12   . . .  

13   e . Graphic . F i l l R e c t a n g l e ( brush , . . . ) ;  

14   . . . 

15 } 

Fig. 1: Code snippet of example. 

However, only considering the call stacks may result in deleting non-redundant test cases and losing 

starting order of the running threads. For example, code snippet in a GUI application depicted as in Fig 1 

may lead to deleting a non-redundant test case. 

Assumes tc1, tc2 execute statement in line 5-6, line 8-9, respectively, and other executing statements in 

tc1 is same to those in tc2. tc1 and tc2 can’t be regarded as equivalence because they execute different paths. 

However, tc1 and tc2 are regarded as equivalence and one of them will be deleted in [1]. 

In a multi-thread GUI application, there usually is a main thread, which is a UI thread in most situations, 

and other threads started by methods in the UI thread in most situations. So the starting order of each thread 

is very critical to decide the test case redundance. 

To avoid the two shortcomings, we define a relationship between two test cases and propose a new GUI 

test suite reduction approach based on running information, which includes execution path in event handler 

functions and invoked method sequence of running threads, of test case. Some test cases are regarded as 

redundance based on the relationship and the running information. 

 
Fig. 2: Test reduction process based on running information. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 defines contains relationship between two test 

cases, and puts forward a new idea of reducing test cases, section 2.2 explains the implementation technique 

for Windows GUI applications, section 2.3 shows an initial experiment and discusses the result. At last, we 

give conclusion in section 3. 

2. Our Approach 

2.1. Our Idea 

In our approach, reduced test suite is produced as Fig 2. Firstly, a relationship between test cases is 

defined; Secondly, run test cases and collect path information in event handler functions and running threads 

information; Thirdly, remove redundant test cases based on the relationship and the path information and 

running threads information. 
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A GUI test case tc is represented by the form < S0,f1,f2,… ,fn, exit > (n ≥ 1), where S0 represents the initial 

GUI state[2] when SUT(System Under Test) is loaded, fi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) represents a GUI event handler 

function[8], and exit represents an event handler function which close the SUT. Event handler functions 

implement functionalities of the SUT and their implementations decide SUT’s quality. For convenience of 

description, tci-j =< fi,fi+1,…,fj > (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) is used to represent a test case’s subsequence from function fi 

to function fj in tc. 

Based on the definition of GUI test case, Contains relationship between two test cases is defined as the 

following. 

Contains: Given two test cases 

t1 =< S0,f1,f2,…,fk1;fk2;:::;fn,exit > and 

t2 =< S0,f1,f2,…,fk1,fj1,…,fj2,fk2,…,fn,exit >, 

(1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ n) 

if tc11-k1,tc1k2-n are identical to tc21-k1,tc2k2-n, respectively, then t2 contains t1, denoted as t1 ⊑ t2. 

if t1 ⊑ t2, and the running information of tc11-k1,tc1k2-n is identical to those of tc21-k1,tc2k2-n, then we consider t1 is 

redundant and can be eliminated from test suite. 

Strictly speaking, running information should include related complete execution path and related 

complete context information. However, getting and analyzing the running information may be very costly. 

For GUI test case’s subsequence tcs1, tcs2 of tc1, tc2, respectively, if related execution path in GUI event 

handler functions and the invoked method sequence in related threads of tcs1 is identical to those of tcs2, then 

tcs1 and tcs2 are regarded as to be equivalent. 

In order to describe the equivalence relation between two test case’s subsequences, related execution 

path in GUI event handler functions and related invoked method sequence in threads must be captured. 

In a GUI application, there are usually two kinds of class, GUI window class and non-window class. 

GUI window class defines GUI elements and implements event handler functions, and non-window class 

usually defines internal objects and implements underlying complicated logic computation. 

Execution path in a GUI event handler function ehf is a path in ehf’s ICFG(Inter-procedural Control Fow 

Graph) which is constructed as [9]. In ICFG of ehf, the following invocations are regarded as inter-

procedural call. 

• ehf invokes function defined in window class;  

• ehf invokes static function;  

• function defined in window class invokes function in window class;  

• function defined in window class invokes static function. 

Given two test cases’ subsequence tcs1 and tcs2, pathtcs1, pathtcs2 represents execution path in event handler 

functions of tcs1, tcs2, respectively. And pathtcs1 = pathtcs2, pathtcs1 ̸= pathtcs2 represent situations where pathtcs1 

is and isn’t identical pathtcs2 , respectively. Obviously, if pathtcs1 ≠ pathtcs2, then tcs1 is not equivalent to tcs2. 

Even if pathtcs1 = pathtcs2, tcs1 and tcs2 can’t be regarded as equivalence because the execution path in GUI 

event handler functions only represents user’s abstract behaviour, not refers to the underlying execution 

information. 

Underlying execution information can be represented by invoked method sequence of running threads. 

For each running GUI application, there may be several running threads. Among those threads, the UI thread 

usually is the main thread, and other threads are started by methods in the UI thread. In this paper, we only 

consider the UI thread and threads started by methods in UI thread, because GUI testing focus on the 

correctness of event handler functions, codes of which are running in the UI thread or the threads started by 

methods. 

Given a GUI test case tc =< S0,f1,f2,…,fn;exit >, tc’s UI thread and other related threads started by methods 

in UI thread is showed as Fig 3. In the figure, the middle stack represents invoked method sequence of UI 

thread, other four stacks represent invoked method sequence of threads started by method in UI thread. In 

each stack, methods are invoked one by one from the bottom to the top of the stack , and the method at stack 

bottom and top represent the first and the last invoked method in the thread, respectively. Init and exit in UI 

thread indicates initial and terminal activities which contains a series of invoked method. 
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In Fig 3, concerning threads are essentially organized into a tree, of which each node represents a method 

call. UI thread is the trunk of the tree, and other threads represent branches of the tree. Underlying running 

information of a test case tc can be represented by a tree , denoted as UITtc, and we call it running UI thread 

tree. 

Assumes tc =< S0,f1;f2,…,fk1;fk2,…,fn,exit > and its running UI thread tree UITtc, tcs = tc1-k1 is a subsequence 

of tc. Invoked method sequence of tcs is represented by a subtree of UITtc, called running UI sub-tree, in 

which the trunk of the tree UIsub =< Init,f1;m11;m12,…,fk1,mk11,mk12,…,mk1m >(in UI thread, method mk1m’s 

successor is fk2), and the branches are the threads invoked by methods in UIsub. UITtcs is used to represent the 

related running information for test case’s subsequence tcs. 

Assumes t1 =< S0,f1,f2,…,fk1,fk2,…,fn,exit > and t2 =< S0,f1,f2,…,fk1,fj1,…,fj2, fk2,…,fn;exit > (1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ 

j1 ≤ j2 ≤ n), tcs11 = tc11-k1;tcs12 = tc1k2-n, tc21 = tc21-k1 , tc22 = tc2k2-n. if t1 ⊑ t2, and tc11,tc12 are identical to tc21, tc22, 

respectively, then t1 is redundant if and only if the following condition is satisfied. 

pathtcs11 = pathtcs21 ∩ pathtcs12 = pathtcs22 ∩ UITtcs11 = UITtcs21 ∩ UITtcs12 = UITtcs22 

2.2. Implementation 

To implement our approach, all the test case pairs, in which one test case contains another, are selected 

firstly. Secondly, we run all test cases and collect execution path information and running threads 

information. Thirdly, we collect and analyze execution path information and running threads information, 

and produce a reduced test suite according to the rule described in section II. 

Among above steps, the second step and the third step are critical to our approach. In the second step, in 

order to get the test case execution path information, we scan source code of functions in ICFG described as 

as section II. Whenever there is a branch, a monitoring statement will be inserted. When the branch is 

executed, the monitoring statement will notify related path information. The number of branches in 

considering functions is limited and the process of instrumenting monitoring statement can be finished in 

O(N), where N is total source code scale of considering functions. 

 
Fig. 3: Running UI thread. 

In the third step, for Microsoft compiler environment, a function named _penter will be invoked 

whenever any method is invoked. We re-implement this function and use the form 

(Id,ThreadId,MethodName) to record the invoked method, where Id represents the order in invoked method 

sequence, the first invoked method’s Id is 1, and the second is 2, and so on, ThreadId represents unique 

thread number, and MethodName is the invoked method’s name and it runs in the thread whose thread 

number is ThreadId. 

Running a test case produces path information in event handler functions and an invoked method 

sequence MS, each node in the method sequence has the form (Id,ThreadId,MethodName). Getting and 

comparing path information of test case’s subsequence can be finished easily. If related path information of 

two test cases’ subsequence are not identical, there is no redundance for the two test cases, otherwise, we 

must get and compare related running UI subtrees of the test cases’ subsequence. In order to get the running 
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UI sub-tree, the running UI thread tree should be constructed at the first. Algorithm 1 describes how to 

transfer an invoked method sequence into a running UI thread tree. 

 
Algorithm 1 transfer a method sequence to a running UI thread tree 

Input:  

FS;  

Procedure:  

1: UIThreadId = GetUIThreadId(FS); 

2: UIThread = GetUIThread(FS;UIThreadId);  

3: SetChunk(UITree;UIThread); 

4: RelatedThreads = GetRelatedThreads();  

5: for all thread ∈ RelatedThreads do  

6:   FirstId = GetFirstFunc(thread);  

7:   MaxId = GetMaxLessId(UIThreads;FirstId);  

8:   SetBranch(UITree;MaxId;thread);  

9: end for  

Output:  

UITree; 

 

In Algorithm 1, Line 1 gets UI thread Id which represents main thread in the SUT, Line 2 gets a method 

sequence in the UI thread, and Line 3 sets the UI thread in UITree and makes it a chunk. Line 4 gets all the 

threads. For each thread, Line 6 gets the first invoked method’s order FirstId in MS, Line 7 look for the max 

number of order MaxId, which is less than FirstId, in the main thread, and Line 8 makes the thread a branch, 

whose first invoked method is a successor of the method whose order is MaxId. 

In Algorithm 1, time complexity of getting all the threads is O(N), where N is the number of nodes in 

function sequence, and time complexity of constructing a running UI thread tree is O(kM), where k is the 

number of threads and M is the number of functions in main thread, in worst case. 

The rest task is to analyze running UI thread sub-tree of the related test cases’ subsequence. Given a test 

case tc =< S0,f1,f2,…,fn,exit >each function in tc, such as f1 and f2, appears in the function sequence of main 

thread. Map between functions in tc and functions in invoked method sequence of the main thread can be 

constructed in O(M), where M represents number of the invoked method sequence in the main thread. 

According to the map, we get the related running UI thread sub-tree conveniently. So, comparing and 

analyzing the running UI thread sub-tree of the related test cases’ subsequence is a simple task  

2.3. Experiments 

In order to verify our approach’s effectiveness, we implement a prototype tool in win32 environment. 

Through inputting a series of abstract GUI test cases, each of which has the form < S0,f1,f2, …, fn, exit >, 

and running information of test suite into the tool, we produce a reduced test suite. 

The experiment is carried out in windows environment, and we select an open source application named 

Miranda IM[10] as our SUT. This application is a instance message tool which support many popular 

protocols such as MSN, ICQ, IRC, Jabber, and so on, and it is widely used as a client software. 

In the experiment, we generate EFG model using the algorithm in Guitar, and generate test cases 

according to the eventinteraction coverage criteria based on the EFG model[11], and get 427 test cases, 

among which 39 test cases are invalid. The table I compares our approach(represented by pr) with call stack 

coverage approach(represented by cs) in size reduction and faults detected of reduced test suite. FD 

represents fault detection number.  

TABLE 1: Comparing Data Between our Approach and Call Stack Coverage Approach 

Original cs pr 

size FD size FD size FD 

388 26 268 15 294 17 

% Reduction from original 30.09 42.31 24.43 34.62 
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The table I shows that the reduced test suite containing 294 and 268 test cases are produced using our 

approach and cs, respectively, which indicates that our approach is more preserve than cs. In order to verify 

ability of finding bugs of our approach, we manually inject 40 errors in the SUT’s source code and generate 

40 mutations for the SUT, and each mutation inject one error. The result shows that reduced test suite 

produced by our approach kill 17 mutations, that by cs kill 15 mutations, which indicates that test suite 

produced by our approach has larger size and higher fault detection effectiveness than that by call stack 

coverage approach. 

In the experiment, time is spend on the following task: 

• It takes us about 3 hours to get the relationship between the user behavior in test case and event handler 

function in source code. 

• It takes about 10.2 hours and 8.5 hours to run 388 test cases with and without collecting running 

information, respectively, which indicates that the process of collecting running information spends 

about 1.7 hours. After eliminating the redundant, it takes about 6.9 hours to run the reduced test suite 

without collecting running information. This shows that running reduced test suite save 1.6 hours, which 

is about 19% of running original test suite. 

• Analyzing the collected information spends about 20 minutes.  

The result shows that the reduced test suite has larger size and higher fault detection ability using our 

approach than that using call stack coverage approach in the case, and about 19% time is saved when running 

reduced test suite for the SUT, which indicates that additional effort for test reduction is worth-while, 

especially for regression testing 

3. Conclusion 

In this paper, we define a relationship between two test cases, and present a new GUI test reduction 

approach, which avoids two shortcomings in call stack coverage approach. In this approach, we collect 

execution path information in event handler function and running UI thread information of test cases, 

analyze the information and eliminate redundant test cases based on the analysis result. Initial experiment is 

carried out on Windows environment, the result shows that about 24% test cases are regarded as redundant 

and eliminated and about 19% time is saved in running reduced test suite in the case. Comparing to call stack 

coverage approach, test suite produced by our approach has larger size and higher fault detection 

effectiveness. 
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